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“COMPARABLE”? “HIGHLY SIMILAR”?
“REPRESENTATIVE”? “SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT”?
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WORKSHOP
►Before We Start

►Feel Free to ask Questions and ANY TIME.
►This is your course
►I will do my best to adapt to your needs
►Timings are approximate

►The Exercise is designed to help you assimilate the
lessons
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PART 1
Why Biologicals Are Difficult
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INCREASING COMPLEXITY
To a point where the structure cannot be defined

Acetaminophen
(paracetamol)
Ø 1 nm

Ø 10,000-100,000 nm
(10-100 µm)
Ø 20-400 nm
mAb
Ø 10 nm
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BIOLOGICALS ARE COMPLEX
Grampp and Ramanan 2013 DOI 10.1007/s40259-013-0018-5

165 amino acids
3 N-linked, 1 O-linked glycan

C16H25N3O7S
52 atoms

Fog of
uncertainty
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GENE AND CELL THERAPY PRODUCTS EVEN MORE SO….
Windows of
characterisation

Cellular
Therapeutic
Limited or no
knowledge

Windows of knowledge
fogged by uncertainty

Viral Vector

Fog of
uncertainty

Recombinant
Protein

© Consulting on Advanced Biologicals, 2013, 2017

Inputs

Outputs

Large
characterisation
gap relative to
complexity

Chemically
synthesized
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COMPARABILITY IS MORE DIFFICULT FOR
CELL-BASED PRODUCTS

►The structure of a cell (cellular active substance)
cannot be determined

► Only small parts of the structure can be determined
► In figure: windows of characterisation

►Furthermore, cells are heterogeneous populations
► Have to compare patterns of gene/protein expression
(similar to glycosylation patterns for therapeutic
glycoproteins)
► In figure: fogged by uncertainty

These bring considerable uncertainty when assessing
comparability
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MECHANISM/S OF ACTION (MoA)
►To what extent do we need to know the MoA?
►What are the possible MoA?
►‘We don’t know how it works’
►The therapeutic idea must have come from somewhere, so there
must be a preliminary theory as to why it might work.
►How much the MoA is understood is a matter of degree:
Knowledge

Analogy (to car)

 Enough to pursue the idea

e.g. to operate/use a car (arguably
the historic situation).
e.g. able to check the car is
operational.



(therapeutic rationale).
Enough to control product
quality.

 Enough to make manufacturing e.g. Repair the car,
‽

performance/safety enhancements.
changes.
Enough to redesign the product e.g. Design a new car from scratch.
to make it better.
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EU MEDICINES DIRECTIVE
Directive 2001/83/EC; Annex I, part I, 3.2.1.1

EU: Definition of a biological medicinal product
►A biological medicinal product is a product, the
active substance of which is a biological substance.
►A biological substance is a substance that is
produced by or extracted from a biological source
►and that needs for its characterisation and the
determination of its quality a combination of
physico-chemical-biological testing, together
with the production process and its control.
Note: active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) = active substance = drug
substance (DS).
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POTENCY IS CRITICAL FOR BIOLOGICALS
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THE PRODUCT IS THE PROCESS?

Product Complexity

Fully Characterised

DO YOU AGREE?

Product & Process Knowledge
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↑ Knowledge
Product & Process Knowledge
◄ Early development
◄ Poor Characterisation

 Knowledge 

Product Complexity

Fully Characterised

THE PRODUCT IS THE PROCESS?

► ↑ basic science
► Late Development
► Good Characterisation
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THE PRODUCT IS THE PROCESS?

Data Required for (Major) Process Change

Nonclinical Data
Clinical Data
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Pre-Approval

New MA
Complexity

Characterisation

Do and Tell

Full Q/S/E

Quality Data

PART 2
Post-Approval Changes
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THE NEED FOR CHANGE
Never ends….

►There are many reasons why changes are required:
►During development:
► Transfer of research process to GMP
► Materials changes
► Process improvements
► Change in presentation (e.g. fresh to frozen)

►Once on the market:
► Materials changes
► Process improvements
► To comply with changing regulatory requirements
► Scale up/out
► Manufacturing site changes
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WHICH CHANGES REQUIRE COMPARABILITY DATA?
Why do regulators and industry not always agree?

► Its not the nature of the change itself, whether that
is major/large or minor/small;

►BUT
► It’s the potential for the change to alter the safety
and/or efficacy of the product.
► The change itself might be small and still potentially alter

safety and efficacy, e.g. rubber stopper, increasing a hold
time by an hour, different supplier for a biological raw
material.
► The change might be quite large yet have minimal or no
impact on safety and efficacy; e.g. duplication of a
processing stream (scale-out).
► Regulators and developers often see the significance of
a change differently for this reason.
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EU APPROVED PRODUCTS

Variations: Regulation 1234/2008 (as amended by Regulation 712/2012)
Legal Definitions –Article 3.2 to 3.5
► 2. ‘Minor variation of type IA’ means a variation which has
only a minimal impact, or no impact at all, on the quality,
safety or efficacy of the medicinal product concerned;
► 3. ‘Major variation of type II’ means a variation which is not
an extension and which may have a significant impact on
the quality, safety or efficacy of the medicinal product
concerned;
►

4. ‘Extension of a marketing authorisation’ or ‘extension’ means a variation which is
listed in Annex I and fulfils the conditions laid down therein;

► 5. ‘Minor variation of type IB’ means a variation which is
neither a minor variation of type IA nor a major variation of
type II nor an extension;
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US FDA: SUPPLEMENTS
CHANGES TO APPROVED PRODUCTS

► Changes requiring supplement submission and

approval prior to distribution of the product made
using the change (major changes).
 Changes under §§ 601.12(b) and 314.70(g)(1)

► Changes requiring supplement submission at least
30 days prior to distribution of the product made
using the change.
 Changes under §§ 601.12(c) and 314.70(g)(2)

► Changes to be described in an annual report
(minor changes).

 Changes under §§ 601.12(d) and 314.70(g)(3)
► Comparability Protocols
 under §§ 601.12(e) and 314.70(g)(4)
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GROUP EXERCISE; What type of change?
Overview

EU: Using the EU system respond to each example;

►Type II – major changes.
►These will need data of some sort, many comparability
data (60d).

►Type IB – minor changes (not II or 1A)
►will need limited data, but not comparability data for
example (30d)

►Type IA – minor changes
►These have basically no impact on quality, often just
administrative (report only).
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GROUP EXERCISE; What type of change?
Hands-up

1) a change in the chemistry or formulation of
solutions used in processing
2) a change in the sequence of processing steps or
addition, deletion, or substitution of a process
3) A change in the stability test protocol to include
more stringent parameters (e.g. additional assays
or tightened specifications).
4) Addition of duplicated process chain or unit
process, such as a fermentation process or
duplicated purification columns, with no change in
process parameters.
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GROUP EXERCISE; What type of change?
Hands-up

5) Addition of time points to the stability protocol.
6) alters the acceptance criteria of the stability
protocol
7) Change in the site of testing from one facility to
another (e.g., from a contract lab to a new
contract lab).
8) Change of the site(s) at which manufacturing,
other than testing, is performed, addition of a new
location, or contracting of a manufacturing step in
the approved application to be performed at a
separate facility.
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GROUP EXERCISE; What type of change?
Hands-up

9) Changes in the location (room, building, etc.) of
steps in the production process which could affect
contamination or cross contamination precautions.
10) extension of culture growth time leading to
significant increase in number of cell doublings
beyond validated parameters
11) reprocessing of a product without a previously
approved reprocessing protocol
12) Increase in aseptic manufacturing scale for
finished product without change in equipment,
e.g., increased number of vials filled.
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Objectives of Comparability
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“Our dilemma is that we hate change and
love it at the same time; what we really
want is for things to remain the same but
get better.”
Sydney J. Harris 1917 – 1986
(US Journalist)
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WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES OF COMPARABILITY?
For public health and industry
► To protect the patient.
► Establish whether the change will/could alter safety and
efficacy
► Confirm the risk/benefit is not altered; or
► To establish how the risk/benefit might be altered
► e.g. if new impurity, what (safety) risk would this pose?
► e.g. possible change in immunogenicity, might lead to
neutralising Ab (loss of efficacy or worse).

► To protect your investment (financial/scientific) as a
developer
► The regulators role:
►
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is to check you do it right on behalf
of the patient (safeguarding public health)

COMPARABILITY IS ALSO ABOUT

Cumulative Cost ($M)

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT

Cumulative Average Development Costs by Phase

250

Market

200
Launch costs only IF approved
(but some may be spent before?)

150
Phase 3

Phase 2
Phase 1
Preclin. Dev.
Preclin. Research

Potential cost
Typically scale‐up (and
of failure to
other improvements)
demonstrate
P2 to P3 changes
for Commercial
comparability

P3 cost ≥ what has already been
spent.

100

(development scale to
commercial scale)
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P2 cost ≤ what has already been
spent.
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10

12

14

Time (Years)
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COMPARABILITY
Central Principle with Biologicals

►Biologics are defined not only by their analytical
characteristics, but also by their manufacturing
process:
 according to a specified manufacturing process
 at a specified scale
 within specified facilities
 using specified equipment
 using specified raw materials
 using specified analytical methods
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PRODUCT CHARACTERISATION

Additional useful methods = extended characterisation
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ONE WAY TO THINK OF YOUR QUALITY PROFILE

Taken from ICH Q5E presentation, Brigitte Brake, BfArM, Germany 2011
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COMPARABILITY
OBJECTIVES: ICH Q5E
► The goal of the comparability exercise is to ensure the quality,
safety and efficacy of drug product produced by a changed
manufacturing process, through collection and evaluation of
the relevant data to determine whether there might be any
adverse impact on the drug product due to the
manufacturing process changes.
► The demonstration of comparability does not necessarily
mean that the quality attributes of the pre‐change and post‐
change product are identical, but that they are highly similar
and that the existing knowledge is sufficiently predictive to
ensure that any differences in quality attributes have no
adverse impact upon safety or efficacy of the drug product.
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COMPARABILITY
OBJECTIVES: ICH Q5E
► ....comparability can be based on a combination of analytical
testing, biological assays, and,
► in some cases, nonclinical and clinical data.
► If a manufacturer can provide assurance of comparability
through analytical studies alone, nonclinical or clinical studies
with the post‐change product are not warranted.
► However, where the relationship between specific quality
attributes and safety and efficacy has not been established,
and differences between quality attributes of the pre‐ and
post‐change product are observed, it might be appropriate to
include a combination of quality, nonclinical, and/or clinical
studies in the comparability exercise.
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COMPARABILITY
ICH Q5E - OUTCOMES
► ICH Q5E (footnote 4, Introduction): Improvement of product
quality is always desirable and encouraged. If the results of
the comparability exercise indicate an improved quality
suggesting a significant benefit in efficacy and/or safety, the
pre‐ and post‐change product may not be comparable.
However, this result could be considered acceptable. The
manufacturer is advised to consult the appropriate regional
Regulatory Authority.
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COMPARABILITY
COMPARABILITY OUTCOMES
In general (warning: sweeping generalisation)
► cQA of the active substance should be highly similar =
comparable.
► Impurities can usually be considered comparable where they
are (the same impurities) and ≤ pre‐change levels
► Caveat: so long as the intent of the change was to reduce them or it is
a predictable consequence of the change
► Intentionally higher impurity levels will be much harder to justify
► New impurities (consequence of change) may require reassessment
of toxicity, e.g. repeat preclinical studies.

► Yield may be higher or lower so long as it can be explained
(i.e. consequence of the change)
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WHY COMPARABILITY IS NEEDED
THE SCIENCE

► Current specifications (release, stability, in‐process, process
parameters etc) are set for the existing (defined) process,
based on characterisation.
► Specific test methods are selected to be sufficient to control a
stable (characterised) process
► If the process is changed the old specifications may no longer
be sufficient to control the process and product quality.
► So they need to be re‐evaluated/reconfirmed or modified
► This requires re‐characterisation
► likely to be more targeted than initial characterisation.
► Useful methods already identified = extended characterisation
methods.

► This provides data to support a claim of comparability.
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Refreshment Break
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PART 3
Planning and Preparation Considerations
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PLANNING THE CHANGE
CHANGE TO SINGLE STEP

Old
Process

3

4

5

6

New
Process

3

IV

5

6

What impact does the changed step have on
the next step? e.g.
Δ yield, Δ concentration, Δ purity,
Δ impurities, etc.
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COMPARABILITY PROTOCOL
COMPARABILITY OF MANUFACTURING STEP

• Need to consider the impact of the change on the step
• Step may need re‐optimisation
• Step may improve e.g. yield/purity
• impact on next step (e.g. yield change)
• Knock‐on impact throughout process
• ICH Q5E (2.3 Manufacturing Process Considerations): The
process assessment should consider such factors as the
criticality of the process step and proposed change, the
location of the change and potential for effects on other
process steps, and the type and extent of change.
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RISK-BASED DECISIONS
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PLANNING FOR COMPARABILITY
CONSIDERING FIRST THE STEP TO BE CHANGED
Risk assessment or similar of the likely impact of the change
(considering the purpose of the step);
► Does it have the potential to alter the cQA?
► Will it alter process‐related impurities, e.g. increase/decrease
or new impurities?
► Implications for toxicity, possible need for new nonclinical toxicity
studies

► Could it impact product‐related impurities?
► e.g. new/change in hold‐time, change in raw materials that influences
aggregates, oxidation/reduction etc.
► Could it alter inherent heterogeneity, e.g. glycosylation during
fermentation

► Will the process parameters need to change?
►

What might be the impact on the cQA?

► Does this need to be explored first?
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PLANNING FOR COMPARABILITY
CONSIDERING THE IMPACT ON SUBSEQUENT STEPS

► Risk assessment or similar of the likely impact of the
change on the next step (and then following etc);
► Is the subsequent step still suitable? e.g.;
► If purification are the impurities the same? If different can
the approach still work?
► Is there a change in content/yield/recovery? Does the step
have the capacity?
► Do you need to scale‐up/out the step?

► Will the process parameters need to change?
► Does this need to be explored first?
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INITIAL PILOT/DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
ON THE STEP TO BE CHANGED

► These can be outside of GMP and may be scaled‐
down (subject to relevance of model)
► Intermediate/active substance cQA and other QA
(new/existing)
► Appropriate characterisation
► Process parameters – confirm or establish new NOR.
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COMPARABILITY
MANUFACTURING PROCESS
► ICH Q5E (2.3 Manufacturing Process Considerations): When
changes are made to a process, the manufacturer should
demonstrate that the associated process controls, including
any new ones, provide assurance that the modified process
will also be capable of providing comparable product. The
modified process steps should be re‐evaluated and/or re‐
validated, as appropriate.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS
► General scientific principle is to keep everything that isn’t
being changed the same
► to avoid difficulties in interpretation of results
► To ensure any differences observed are due to the change and
not other differences.

► Identify (rank) sources of variability and consider how to
control them.
► Typically the starting material is one of the biggest sources of
variability (see next slide)
► Biological raw materials are typically variable
► Use the same supplier AND the same BATCH of critical raw
materials where possible
► May apply to some non‐biological raw materials
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CONTROLLING SOURCES OF VARIABILITY
Typical Approaches for Starting Materials

(A) Cell substrates for recombinant proteins (e.g. CHO cells) are single
cell cloned and expanded to create a master cell bank (MCB) and
working cell bank (WCB) of uniform quality.

(B) For extracted biological substances
(e.g. plasma‐derived products) donor to
donor variability is minimised by
pooling large numbers of donors in a
pre‐defined way.
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CONTROLLING SOURCES OF VARIABILITY
Considerations for Starting and Raw Materials
► Unchanged materials – not just same supplier but where
complex materials (e.g. serum, growth factors) the same batch
(Lot) of material.
► Where possible run the old and new head‐to‐head; e.g.
► Vials from same WCB
► Test samples together (reduces analytical variation)
►

Method qualification and reference materials

► Comparison to historic batches: ideally main comparison is
with recent batches (and any additional samples
taken/sufficient material to allow extended characterisation).
► Use (all) relevant existing historical data
► Clear justification of which are included/excluded (bias!)
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS
► ICH Q5E (2.2.3 Specifications): The tests and analytical
procedures chosen to define drug substance or drug product
specifications alone are generally not considered adequate
to assess the impact of manufacturing process changes since
they are chosen to confirm the routine quality of the
product rather than to fully characterise it.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS
► ICH Q5E (2.2.1 Analytical techniques): To address the full
range of physicochemical properties or biological activities, it
might be appropriate to apply more than one analytical
procedure to evaluate the same quality attribute (e.g.,
molecular weight, impurities, secondary/tertiary structures).
In such cases, each method should employ different
physicochemical or biological principles to collect data for
the same parameter to maximise the possibility that
differences in the product caused by a change in the
manufacturing process might be detected.
In the EU we call this EXTENDED CHARACTERISATION
= orthogonal and alternative methods
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS
► ICH Q5E (2.3 Manufacturing Process Considerations): To
support the comparison it is often useful to demonstrate, for
example, that specific intermediates are comparable or that
the modified process has the capability to provide
appropriate levels of removal for process‐ and product‐
related impurities, including those newly introduced by the
process change.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS: ANALYTICAL METHODS
► Do the methods to be employed have sufficient sensitivity to
detect change?
► ICH Q5E (section 1.4 general principles): Although the pre‐
and post‐change product appear highly similar, the analytical
procedures used are not sufficient to discern relevant
differences that can impact the safety and efficacy of the
product. The manufacturer should consider employing
additional testing (e.g., further characterisation) or
nonclinical and/or clinical studies to reach a definitive
conclusion;
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
ANALYTICAL METHODS: STABILITY
► Stability is also part of comparability
► ICH Q5C (5. Stability‐indicating profile): there is no single
stability‐indicating assay or parameter that profiles the
stability characteristics of a biotech/biological product.
Consequently, the manufacturer should propose a stability‐
indicating profile that provides assurance that changes in
the identity, purity and potency of the product will be
detected.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
ANALYTICAL METHODS: STABILITY
► ICH Q5E (2.2.4 Stability): Accelerated and stress stability
studies are often useful tools to establish degradation
profiles and provide a further direct comparison of pre‐
change and post‐change product. The results thus obtained
might show product differences that warrant additional
evaluation, and also identify conditions indicating that
additional controls should be employed in the manufacturing
process and during storage to eliminate these unexpected
differences.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
ANALYTICAL METHODS: STABILITY
► ICH Q5E (2.2.4 Stability): stability studies might be able to
detect subtle differences that are not readily detectable by
the characterisation studies.
► Stability‐indicating parameters are likely to be useful in
comparability
► Using (only) methods insensitive to change could lead to an
erroneous conclusion of comparability
► Methods sensitive to change should be employed.
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
ANALYTICAL METHODS: BIOASSAYS
► ICH Q5E (2.2.2 Characterisation): The manufacturer should
consider the limitations of biological assays, such as high
variability, that might prevent detection of differences that
occur as a result of a manufacturing process change.
► While an essential part of comparability, potency bioassays are
unlikely to be sensitive to small changes.
► Consider orthogonal/alternative potency methods
► Consider other attributes related to potency
► Consider nonclinical potency/pharmacology
►

May not be any more sensitive

► ICH Q5E (2.2.2 Characterisation): When changes are made to a
product with multiple biological activities, manufacturers
should consider performing a set of relevant functional assays
designed to evaluate the range of activities.
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COMPARABILITY PROTOCOL:
COMPARABILITY OF THE PRODUCT

► Manufacturing objective = product consistency
► but product cannot (usually) be fully defined

► Evaluation of the product only may not identify
changes that impact quality, safety, efficacy.
► May be uncertainty in identifying cQA

► Differences in the changed step (and beyond) may
alert you to likely changes in product
► i.e. equivalence of pre/post‐changed manufacturing
step/s
► do they achieve the same outcome?
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PLANNING THE PROTOCOL
CONSIDERATIONS

► Get plenty of input on the protocol
► Different expertise and functions (e.g. across
development, regulatory etc)
► Internal and where useful external (different
division/consultants)

► Allow plenty of time (where possible)
► Even more so if Agency input required (e.g. EMA scientific
advice takes 4‐6 months)
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COMPARBILITY

Overview of Considerations
Physicochemical Characterisation
in vitro test/s
and assay/s

key
physicochemical
characteristics

Comparability

identity, purity,
impurities, etc.

select
tests

in vivo
bioassay/s

Relevant
biological
function/s

In-process
controls/tests

Comparability
Protocol

Biological Characterisation
in vitro
bioassay/s

Product
Specification

Potency
assay/s

Extended
characterisation

Stability
Specification

orthogonal
and alternative
methods not
used routinely

Stability Studies
as required

Real-time

Stress testing

Stabilityindicating
parameters

Process Testing
In-use

Accelerated
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additional
samples

additional tests

PART 4
Hypothetical worked example
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HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY
CAR-T

►This case study is completely fictitious
►The arguments for various testing are also
fictitious
►It’s the general approach that is being discussed
►Please remember this and allow some artistic
license.

►This case study assumes development is
complete
►Late development (note: major changes not
recommended mid-clinical study); or

►Post-approval
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HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY
OVERVIEW

►To explain comparability;
►Need to start with characterisation
►cQA/QA of intermediates in process
►Process control
► Process parameters (cPP/PP)
► In-process testing (critical and non-critical)

►How characterisation leads to final process control
strategy

►Example process change
►Objective of the comparability study
►Take home messages
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HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY
CAR-T

Activation
Step
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CHARACTERISATION OF UNIT OPERATIONS
INTERMEDIATES
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CHARACTERISATION OF UNIT OPERATIONS
INTERMEDIATES
Analyte

Measurand

Purpose

Flow Cytometry

Alternative
Method
(Measure
receptor instead
of ligand)

Orthogonal
Methods
(different
measurement
principle)

FL1 - CD45

% CD45+CD3+

Purity, T cells

FL2 - CD3

% CD45+CD3+CD25+

Purity, Activated T cells

FL3 - CD25

% CD45-

Impurity, Non-leukocytes

% CD45+CD3-

Impurity, Non-T cell

% CD45+CD3+CD25-

Impuirty, Non-activated T cells

FL1 - CD45

% CD45+CD3+

Purity, T cells

FL2 - CD3

% CD45+CD3+IL-2+

Purity, Activated T cells

FL3 - IL-2*

% CD45+CD3+IL-2-

Impuirty, Non-activated T cells

*intracellular staining

Various combinations

Other phenotypes of interest

IL-2

[IL-2] /mL

Activation marker

Other Cytokine/s

[cytokine] /mL

Activation or other marker

IL-2 mRNA

Copies IL-2 mRNA /10^5 cells

Activation marker

Others

Copies mRNA /10^5 cells

Other gene markers of activation

CDx etc.
ELISA

qPCR
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CHARACTERISATION OF INTERMEDIATES
LEARNING POINTS

►Characterisation aims to identify the critical and other
quality attributes (cQA/QA) of the intermediates

► These are needed to;
► Characterise the critical and other process
parameters (cPP/PP)
► Justify any in process controls (3.2.S.2.4)

►Characterisation should employ multiple methods for
each QA

► Orthogonal methods
► Alternative methods
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CHARACTERISATION OF UNIT OPERATIONS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
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CHARACTERISATION OF PROCESS
LEARNING POINTS

► Characterisation aims to confirm the critical and other
process parameters (cPP/PP)
►Understand the criticality of the PP
►Define the normal operating ranges (NOR)
►In 3.2.S.2.2 Description of manufacturing process and controls
(text and process flow diagram)

►May include action limits
► These data will be used (+other data) to:
► Justify the operational ranges for these process parameters
►In 3.2.S.2.4 Controls of critical steps and intermediates.
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CHARACTERISATION OF PROCESS
LEARNING POINTS

• Characterisation aims to confirm the critical and other
process parameters (cPP/PP)

• Understand the criticality of the PP
• Define the normal operating ranges (NOR)
• In 3.2.S.2.2 Description of manufacturing process and
controls (text and process flow diagram)

• May include action limits

• These data will be used (+other data) to:
• Justify the operational ranges for these process
parameters

• In 3.2.S.2.4 Controls of critical steps and intermediates.
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PROCESS CONTROL
CONSIDERATIONS

► Process Parameters control the unit operation
► Need to define an operational range
► In process controls (critical) do not as such control
anything
► They largely confirm a unit operation was successful
► Or confirm absence of contaminants, e.g. sterility.
► Additional in process testing (non-critical) can be
useful for process performance monitoring
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FINAL PROCESS CONTROL
SPECIFICATIONS
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PROCESS CHANGE
NEW SUPPLIER OF BEADS (CRITICAL RAW MATERIAL)
Change of
Supplier
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COMPARABILITY EXERCISE
CONSIDERATIONS

► The extent of characterisation depends on the change
and its potential to alter the quality and therefore
safety and/or efficacy of the product.
► Extended characterisation based on process knowledge
► Pilot studies confirm change is possible and establish
any necessary changes to the process parameters
► e.g. bead:cell ratio, duration of activation etc.
► The comparability study should then aim to actively
look for differences
► Extended characterisation (orthogonal and alternative
methods)
► Methods sensitive to change (consider stability methods)
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HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY
CAR-T (CHANGE AT ACTIVATION STEP)
Routine Methods
Routine Methods
+ Extended Characterisation
Routine Methods
+ Extended Characterisation
Where change impacts
Routine Methods
+ Extended Characterisation
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COMPARABILITY EXERCISE
CONSIDERATIONS

► The protocol should predefine the acceptance criteria
for comparability
► Considering each attribute tested
► Comparability normally includes stability
► You are trying to demonstrate the change doesn’t alter
the product, so try and eliminate all controllable
sources of variability
► Same starting material (donor)
► Same raw materials (for critical raw materials the same
batch might be important)
► Test samples together if necessary (e.g. bioassays such
as potency)
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ROUND-UP
Learning Points
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SPECIFICATIONS
LEARNING POINTS

► Specifications are a sub-set of what is required to
fully characterise
► the starting/raw materials, intermediates, drug substance
(where declared), drug product and process.

► They are demonstrated through process
qualification/validation to be sufficient to confirm the
quality of the product from;
► A specific manufacturing process
► A specific facility and equipment
► Using specific starting/raw materials
► Any change to this requires re-characterisation
► Use of both routine and extended characterisation
► = Comparability exercise
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COMMON MISTAKES WITH COMPARABILITY
COMPARABILITY IS NOT ANY OF THESE
COMPARABILITY IS NOT:
 Meeting existing specifications





Because these are a subset of those needed to fully
characterise
The routine analytical method may not be sensitive to
small changes
Not all QA that could alter will be routinely tested

 Comparison to historic batches



These undergo routine release testing only
 Essentially the same as meeting specifications
Unless these were fully characterised
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CONCLUDING COMPARABILITY
CONSIDERATIONS #1

► Comparability is determined from the ‘totality of the
data’
► Do not conclude attribute-by-attribute that each are
comparable
► Just present data and any statistical analysis
► At most, “no significant difference” or ”highly similar”
► Conclude at end based on all available data and other
considerations.
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CONCLUDING COMPARABILITY
CONSIDERATIONS #2

► Differences may be considered comparable if they can
be concluded to have no significant impact on safety
and efficacy
► Improved safety, e.g. reduced impurities, while different
can usually be considered comparable.
► Increased or decreased potency cannot normally be
considered comparable.
► Depends on reliability of the potency assay/s
► Routine release assay may be a surrogate assay
► Extended characterisation should include additional
potency methods.
► May need nonclinical and/or clinical data to confirm.
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EXERCISE PREPARATION
&
LUNCH
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EXERCISE FEEDBACK - ROLE-PLAY

Followed by

REFRESHMENT BREAK
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PART 5
Changes During Development

82

“To improve is to change; to be perfect
is to change often.”
Winston Churchill
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EU CLINICAL TRIALS
► Communication from the Commission — Detailed guidance
on the request to the competent authorities for authorisation
of a clinical trial on a medicinal product for human use, the
notification of substantial amendments and the declaration of
the end of the trial (CT-1)

► 30/3/2010 OJ (2010/C 82/01)
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EU CLINICAL TRIALS
EC GUIDANCE (2010/C 82/01)
Section 3: Notification of amendments and related
measures
► 112. Amendments to the trial are regarded as
‘substantial’ where they are likely to have a significant
impact on:
► the safety or physical or mental integrity of the
clinical trial participants, or
► the scientific value of the trial.
► 113. In all cases, an amendment is only to be regarded
as ‘substantial’ when one or both of the above criteria
are met.
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EU CLINICAL TRIALS
EC GUIDANCE (2010/C 82/01)

Section 3: Notification of amendments and related
measures
► 114. It is up to the sponsor to assess whether an
amendment is to be regarded as ‘substantial’. This
assessment is to be made on a case-by-case basis in
view of the above criteria. While the responsibility for
this assessment lies with the sponsor, in cases where
the sponsor consults the national competent authority
advice should be given without delay and free of charge.
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EU CLINICAL TRIALS
CHMP/QWP/185401/2004: CHAPTER 8
The following examples of changes to IMP quality data
concerning
► Manufacturing process of the drug substance/medicinal product
► Specifications of active substance/Specification (release or shelflife) of the medicinal product
► Specification of excipients where these may affect product
performance
► Shelf-life including after first opening and reconstitution
► Major change to the formulation
► Storage conditions
► Test procedures of active substance/medicinal product
► Test procedures of non-pharmacopoeial excipients
Note: modified (some omitted) from guideline
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“There is nothing permanent
except change”
Heraclitus
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COMPARABILITY
CONSIDERATIONS DURING DEVELOPMENT
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

cQA may not yet be fully identified
cPP may not yet be identified
MoA may still be uncertain
Appropriateness of the potency assay(s) may therefore
not be certain
May be significant limitations in nonclinical models
Especially products targeting the immune system
Analytical methods may still be in development
Those available should be qualified (but not yet
validated)
Current methods may not yet be optimised
Stability methods may not yet be complete
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COMPARABILITY

ICH Q5E – OUTCOMES (DEVELOPMENT)
► .... for a comparability exercise to occur during development,
appropriate assessment tools should be used. Analytical
procedures used during development might not be
validated, but should always be scientifically sound and
provide results that are reliable and reproducible. Due to
the limitations of the analytical tools in early clinical
development, physicochemical and biological tests alone
might be considered inadequate to determine
comparability, and therefore, bridging nonclinical and/or
clinical studies, as appropriate, might be needed. ….
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COMPARABILITY
COMMON PITFALLS DURING DEVELOPMENT

► Inadequate analytical development [characterisation]
to assess the impact of a process change during
development
► Too much emphasis on analytical characterisation of
the product itself, and too little emphasis on in‐
process testing
► Inadequate understanding of the process
characteristics before making a process change
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COMPARABILITY
AVOIDING COMMON PITFALLS DURING DEVELOPMENT
► Retained samples are important to allow for
subsequent analysis of parameters
► Do not undertake process changes before
understanding the potential impact of those changes
► Consider stepwise changes rather than wholesale
process changes, in order to be able to assess the
impact of each change
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COMPARABILITY IN DEVELOPMENT
LEARNING POINTS DEVELOPMENT

► Once specifications have been set they are often
interpreted as ‘set in stone’
► Yet in development they are provisional
► often little more then a guess

► Don’t just consider if results are within specifications
► LOOK at the DATA SET as a whole
► Trending, batch review etc.

► Testing in‐process can sometimes be more
informative than at DS/DP level
► Meeting release specifications doesn’t mean there
were not changes in quality
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COMPARABILITY
Summary

►The product should be evaluated at the process step
most appropriate to detect a change in the quality
attributes.

►This may entail evaluating the product at multiple stages
of manufacture.

►For example, even though all process changes occurred
in the manufacture of the drug substance, in cases where
the drug product could be impacted by the change, it
might be appropriate to collect data on both the drug
substance and the drug product to support the
determination of comparability.
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COMPARABILITY
Summary
►Confirm that the process controls in the modified process provide at
least similar or more effective control of the product quality,
compared to those of the original process

►Identify which tests should be performed during the comparability
exercise, which in-process or batch release acceptance criteria or
analytical procedures should be re-evaluated and which steps

►Process assessment should consider such factors as the criticality
of the process step and proposed change, the location of the
change and potential for effects on other process steps, and the
type and extent of change.
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COMPARABILITY
Summary
► Confirm that the process controls in the modified process provide at least
similar or more effective control of the product quality, compared to those
of the original process

► Identify which tests should be performed during the comparability exercise,
which in-process or batch release acceptance criteria or analytical
procedures should be re-evaluated and which steps

► Process assessment should consider such factors as the criticality of the
process step and proposed change, the location of the change and
potential for effects on other process steps, and the type and extent of
change.

► Use of prior knowledge from process development studies, small scale
evaluation/validation studies, experience with earlier process changes,
experience with equipment in similar operations, changes in similar
manufacturing processes with similar products, and literature.
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COMPARABILITY
Conclusions
►Plan well
►Comparability cannot be demonstrated in most cases
by release specifications alone

►Extended characterisation – orthogonal/additional
methods and additional samples (dependent on nature
of change)

►Remember that stability is a vital part of comparability
►Non-clinical and even clinical may be needed for major
changes.
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PART 6
Statistical Considerations
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HOW MANY BATCHES?
REGULATOR’S MAGIC THREE
►Definition of hat‐trick
English: Noun
►Three successes of the same
kind within a limited period, in
particular (in soccer) the scoring
of three goals in a game by one
player or (in cricket) the taking of
three wickets by the same bowler
with successive balls
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There are three kinds of lies:
lies, damned lies, and statistics.
Benjamin Disraeli
(according to Mark Twain) but origin uncertain.
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STATISTICS
WHAT ESTIMATE WOULD YOU PUT ON THE CORRELATION?
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STATISTICS
WHAT ESTIMATE WOULD YOU PUT ON THE CORRELATION?

Correlation: 0.992
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STATISTICS
DOES IT LOOK LIKE A CORRELATION NOW?
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STATISTICS
DO YOU THINK THE CORRELATION IS REAL?
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US Deaths 1,000's

US spending $ 1,000's

29

DATA EVALUATION

► Important to review raw data ‘by eye’ and consider
►
►
►
►
►

what they mean in the context of overall product and
process knowledge.
Tabulated raw data
Significant figures (rounding) or decimal places
Consider capability of method (precision, accuracy,
LoD/LoQ)
Calculations reduce the number of significant
figures/decimal places NOT increase them.
Minimal graphical representations
(subjective/biased)
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COMPARABILITY
COMMON PITFALLS DURING DEVELOPMENT

► Inability to assess the impact of the change,
owing to lack of, or deficiencies in analytical
methods
► How to avoid:
► Retained samples held under conditions that permit
future analysis with new/improved methods
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COMPARABILITY
COMMON PITFALLS DURING DEVELOPMENT

► Tendency to depend too much on comparative
analysis of the drug substance/product, rather than
covering in‐process testing as well
► Often because insufficient characterisation has been
undertaken
► Clinical trials assessment doesn’t consider ‘development’
aspects only safety
► Mistaken assumption approved clinical trial means
development is on‐track.
► It DOES NOT.
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MEETING CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS
IS NOT SUFFICIENT!

►Characterisation of the product and process identifies test
methods that are useful as IPC/release specifications.
►Some of these will hopefully be CQA
►Manufacturing experience (and other factors) are used to set
specifications for a stable qualified process.
►Changing that process means the validity of these
specifications needs to be reconfirmed.
►Include ‘extended characterisation’.
►Additional methods
►Additional samples
In fact its pretty much the antithesis of comparability
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In God we trust, all others
bring data.
William Edwards Deming
(October 14, 1900 – December 20, 1993)

Its not the change that is major or
minor, but the impact on Q/S/E that
is major or minor!
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WRAP-UP
FINAL COMMENTS
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LEARNING POINT
How to determine if the change requires comparability data

► Its not the nature of the change itself, whether that
is major/large or minor/small;

►BUT
► It’s the potential for the change to alter the safety
and/or efficacy of the product.
► The change itself might be small and still potentially alter

safety and efficacy, e.g. rubber stopper, increasing a hold
time by an hour, different supplier for a biological raw
material.
► The change might be quite large yet have minimal or no
impact on safety and efficacy; e.g. duplication of a
processing stream (scale-out).
► Regulators and developers often see the significance of
a change differently for this reason.
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COMPARABILITY OUTCOMES
ICH Q5E

112

COMPARABILITY
Final Conclusions






Comparability exercises are not trivial
Sound comparability exercises require a strong
analytical commitment and extensive characterisation
database
As the structure of cell gene and tissue products cannot
be fully defined,
This increases the likelihood nonclinical (if available) or
clinical studies are needed for major changes.




One objective of development is to develop the tools to
avoid this.

Be prepared for surprises !!!
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COMMON MISTAKES WITH COMPARABILITY
COMPARABILITY IS NOT ANY OF THESE
COMPARABILITY IS NOT:
 Meeting existing specifications





Because these are a subset of those needed to fully
characterise
The routine analytical method may not be sensitive to
small changes
Not all QA that could alter will be routinely tested

 Comparison to historic batches
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These undergo routine release testing only
 Essentially the same as meeting specifications
Unless these were fully characterised

COMPARBILITY

Overview of Considerations
Physicochemical Characterisation
in vitro test/s
and assay/s

key
physicochemical
characteristics

Comparability

identity, purity,
impurities, etc.

select
tests

in vivo
bioassay/s

Relevant
biological
function/s

In-process
controls/tests

Comparability
Protocol

Biological Characterisation
in vitro
bioassay/s

Product
Specification

Potency
assay/s

Extended
characterisation

Stability
Specification

orthogonal
and alternative
methods not
used routinely

Stability Studies
as required

Real-time

Stress testing

Stabilityindicating
parameters

Process Testing
In-use
additional
samples

Accelerated
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END
THANK YOU
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additional tests

COMPARABILITY FOR CELL, GENE AND
TISSUE PRODUCTS
CASE STUDIES

1

CASE STUDY 1
BIOTECH EXAMPLE
Eprex (epoetin alfa)
Recombinant Human Erythropoietin

2

EPREX, JANSSEN-CILAG
Product overview

►Recombinant human erythropoietin
►Epoetin alfa 40,000 IU/ml (336.0 µg/ml)
►Produced in CHO cells
►Pre-filled syringe of 0.5 ml, 0.75 ml, 1.0 ml
►Indications: anaemia associated with chronic renal
failure, adults receiving chemotherapy for cancer.
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HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN
Molecular Model
Nature Biotechnology 25, 145 146 (2007)
doi:10.1038/nbt0207-145

Molecular model of
erythropoietin with
complex N-linked
glycans at sites
N24, N38 and N83.
4

ERYTHROPOIETIN AND PURE RED CELL APLASIA
Even small changes to the product can result in
serious clinical outcomes

5

WHAT ARE THE CLINICAL RAMIFICATIONS?
CLINICAL COURSE
48-YEAR-OLD MALE WHO DEVELOPED PURE RED CELL APLASIA (PRCA)

Normal Male: 13.8 to 17.2 g/dL
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MAIN EXCIPIENTS USED IN THE EPOETIN FORMULATIONS
Epogen®/Procrit®
(US)

Eprex®
(pre 1998)

Eprex®
(post 1998)

NeoRecormon®
(1990 launch)

HSA

HSA

Polysorbate 80

Polysorbate 20
Glycine

Glycine

Complex of
5 other
amino acids
Calcium chloride
Urea
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EPREX (EPOETIN ALFA) STORY
Finding the route cause

►1998 Increase in PRCA observed (EU)
►Associated with subcutaneous RoA (rather then intravenous)
►Coincided with a relatively minor formulation change in EU
►Stabilizer: human serum albumin → polysorbate 80
►JnJ concluded polysorbate leached substances from rubber
syringe stopper which acted as adjuvants.
►Lower PRCA incidence noted when teflon-coated stoppers
used

►Others suggest this may not be correct or the whole
story
►In US no change in formulation and no change in PRCA
►Implicate aggregates
►Polysorbate could increase aggregates
►Cold chain not maintained
8

EPOETIN ALFA PRCA CASES
Number of Epoetin Alfa
PRCA Cases
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Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development LLC. Summary of PRCA
case reports. Available at: http://www.jnj.com/news/jnj_news/1021024_095632.htm.
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EPREX (epoetin alfa)

Potential Factors Contributing To Immunogenicity

►Formation of micelles associated with Epo
►(Hermeling et al, 2003)
►Tween 80-epo interaction
►(Bruce Kerwin, 2004)
►Silicon droplets in the prefilled syringes
►Leachates from rubber stoppers
►Mishandling (e.g. cold chain)
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EPOETIN ALFA PRCA CASES

Taken from ICH Q5E presentation, Brigitte Brake, BfArM, Germany 2011
11

PRCA WITH EPOETIN ALFA BIOSIMILAR
CLINICAL TRIAL OF A BIOSIMILAR EPOETIN (HX575)
(subcutaneous administration in chronic renal failure)
HX575
• Abseamed® (Medice
Arzneimittel Putter,
Iserlohn, Germany)
• Binocrit® (Sandoz GmbH,
Kundl, Austria)
• Epoetin alfa Hexal®
(Hexal Biotech,
Holkirchen, Germany)

►Soluble tungsten was found in the syringes
►most likely derived from the pins used to manufacture the
syringes.
12

Pharm Res (2012) 29:1454–1467
DOI 10.1007/s11095‐011‐0621‐4

PRCA WITH EPOETIN ALFA BIOSIMILAR

►Spiking of epoetin alfa with sodium polytungstate or extract
of tungsten pins induced the formation of aggregates
► both dimers that appeared to be covalently linked by disulphide bonds
as well as higher‐order aggregates.

► Sodium polytungstate had also a strong denaturing effect on the
protein.
13

Pharm Res (2012) 29:1454–1467
DOI 10.1007/s11095‐011‐0621‐4

CASE STUDY 2
CELL/DEVICE EXAMPLE
Hyalograft C autograft
(characterised viable autologous chondrocytes expanded in
vitro, seeded and cultured on a hyaluronan-based scaffold)

14

EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► Validation of the washing steps have been conducted through
validation of the removal of process‐related impurities.
► The description of the manufacturing process for both the
drug substance and drug product is considered limited and
the available control measures suggest an uncontrolled
process. There is insufficient detail of the operating
conditions for each step (volumes used etc, with working
ranges) which suggests poor process control.
► Raw materials are not qualified for human use and the
applicant should either provide information on the
manufacturing and quality of those materials or change them
into materials that are approvable for human use. In the
latter case, additional comparability studies would be
needed.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► A major objection is raised concerning the control strategy
for the key intermediate (cell suspension) the drug substance
and the drug product. Of particular concern is the lack of
control on the cell expansion phase……...
► This lack of control of the DS manufacturing process is also
mirrored by the lack of control at the level of drug substance
and drug product. Specifications for release testing should
include identity, purity, potency, impurities, sterility, cell
viability and cell number, unless suitably justified.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► The deficiencies in process control are a significant factor in
the major objection raised for DS/DP process validation. It is
considered the lack of suitable pre‐set specifications and
controls precludes a proper process validation exercise. More
significantly in terms of process validation, the applicant has
not performed an appropriate validation exercise, i.e. the
manufacture of 3 consecutive full‐scale ‘commercial’ batches
(maximum foreseen batch size). Instead the applicant has
processed 5 biopsies, divided each in half and processed each
half at the maximum or minimum operating condition. This is
a development study, not a validation study.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► There are significant deficiencies in the characterisation of
the drug substance and therefore a major objection is raised.
In terms of characterisation of cells on the scaffold, the
analysis is restricted to analysis of chemical degradation
products of the scaffold and homogeneity of cell distribution
on the scaffold so the combination product is poorly
characterised in terms of key quality attributes. The
applicant appears to have conducted limited characterisation
studies (few reported in the non‐clinical part) to identify the
critical quality attributes on the actual key intermediate (cell
suspension) DS or DP.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► A major objection is raised concerning comparability.
Comparability of the commercial product and product
batches used in clinical studies cannot be confirmed due to
lack of quality detail (manufacturing process/IPC
specifications/release specifications) …

19

EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► In addition, an appropriate comparability exercise has not
been conducted. Several changes have been made during
manufacture.. A comparability exercise was conducted
comparing a “minimum” process versus a “maximum”
process, where the incubation/culture times and number of
certain steps varied. In these experiments potency was
considerably decreased for all batches produced by the new
process () although viability was significantly increased for all
batches (). The applicant does not discuss these differences,
stating the product is the same and no further clinical testing
is required. This is not supported and further
information/data is required to demonstrate comparability of
the clinical materials and the commercial product.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT

► The applicant claims a shelf‐life however this is not supported
by the limited evidence supplied. The quality indicating
parameters used to assess stability were viability and
potency. The data for viability show considerable variability,
however the more significant issue is with the potency assay.
These issues are not discussed by the applicant. Even though
the potency values are within specification, the specification
is not justified. The applicant is advised to test a further
range of stability indicating parameters.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
HYALOGRAFT C AUTOGRAFT
Clinical Conclusions
Uncertainty in the knowledge about the beneficial effects
► Unknown quality and manufacturing processes of the
products used in the non‐clinical and clinical studies remains
one of the key issues including concerns regarding cell
potency and viability which have varied considerably and
thus comparability is an issue which could impact on both
efficacy and safety and thus prevents any firm conclusions
to be made.
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CASE STUDY 3
ATMP EXAMPLE
Glybera
(Alipogene tiparvovec)
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EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA (Alipogene tiparvovec)
► The applicant did not consider the evaluation of
comparability of the two products in terms of potency
necessary as AMT011 has been qualified independently of
AMT‐010 on the basis of non‐clinical studies. This is
considered acceptable as toxicology and pharmacology
studies were repeated with AMT‐011.
► Note: AMT010 (plasmid/HEK293 process)
►
AMT011 (bacculovirus/insect cell process)!!!!
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BUT
Changes Can Have Consequences
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EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA: Consequence of the change.
► Muscle toxicity at the proposed dose has been observed in
animal models as well as in clinical studies, and it was unclear
whether this may, in part, be due to the high levels of these
impurities. It was concluded that either the analytical assays
used to test impurities are not sensitive enough (based on
the declared LOD’s), or the current purification strategy is not
robust enough to remove these impurities to an acceptable
level. Therefore, the applicant was asked to improve the
process for example by introducing additional
chromatography / diafiltration steps in order to generate
product with significantly less process related impurities i.e.
cellular and baculovirus DNA and protein; and/or develop
more sensitive impurity assays.
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EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA: Consequence of the change.
► The provision of a validated baculovirus protein assay, and
retrospective batch/comparability data was also required
during the evaluation process. The issues were considered
sufficiently addressed with the responses provided.
Nevertheless, remaining aspects of quality issue were
considered to require further investigation.
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EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA: Consequence of the change.
► Of major concern however, was the carry over of baculovirus
DNA. Residual baculovirus DNA was not measured in the
three clinical lots administered in the first clinical AMT‐011
trial. Residual baculovirus DNA varied in the 6 lots of the
commercial process raising the question of whether these
baculovirus sequences can be transcribed and corresponding
proteins translated. The applicant was requested to
investigate further whether this was possible. It was
observed that following administration the recombinant virus
is distributed to many different tissues and organs, as such
the diversity of cell lines to be used in this evaluation needed
to be carefully justified.
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EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA: Consequence of the change.
► In addition it was unclear to what extent residual infectious
baculovirus were administered to the patients as the LOD of
this assay had not been experimentally confirmed. This made
the assessment of the associated risks of administration of
these particles to the patient impossible to evaluate. The
company was therefore requested to confirm the LOD of the
assay experimentally and revise the risk assessment
presented in the MAA as necessary
► It was also noted, that the extent of co‐packaged baculovirus
DNA sequences could be underestimated due to the design
of residual DNA assay.
► These points were raised as major objection 2 in the LoQ
and, following the subsequent responses of the applicant
they were considered resolved at time of opinion.
29

EMA/CAT PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
GLYBERA: Conclusion.
► A comparability assessment of product from these process
stages has been undertaken, and of critical importance is the
comparability between the process used for the clinical
studies and the commercial process. The results indicate that
the product purity has improved throughout the
development of this manufacturing process. In most
analyses the commercial process quality is comparable if not
better than the clinically used process, except for significantly
higher carry over of baculovirus DNA.
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CASE STUDY 4
TISSUE-ENGINEERING EXAMPLE
OraNera
Cultured Autologous Mucosa Epithelial Cell Sheet
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ORANERA, CELLSEED EUROPE LTD
Product overview

►Biopsy taken from patient’s buccal mucosa
►Two week cell culture on polymer-coated culture surface
►Autologous mucosa epithelial cell sheet produced
►Multilayered sheet grafted onto cornea surface without
sutures
►Indications: limbal stem cell deficiency in adults, caused by
severe exogenous trauma or endogenous eye disease
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
OraNera
► Major issue with comparability
► Company was in the process of transferring production to a
commercial manufacturing site, and had changed biopsy
method and feeder cell treatment stages.
► The only clinical trial was using product from the original
site – and no original product still existed.
► There was also introduction of transportation of the biopsy
from, and cell sheets to, hospital, and modification of the
control strategy.
► There were significant deficiencies in data submitted and no
comparability data with the original product was available.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
OraNera
► The production process was insufficiently validated – it was
not demonstrated that the manufacturing process was
capable of reproducible commercial manufacture
► In batch data submitted for 26 patients, several batches did
not meet proposed specifications, so the control strategy is
considered insufficient
► Efforts to mitigate control strategy concerns conducted:
► Specifications had been revised including redefinition of drug
substance and drug product
► Additional characterisation studies to determine essential
characteristics
► Several new characterisation markers and IPC proposed to be
introduced.
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
OraNera
► Characterisation parameters not yet established for batches
produced in the modified process, or in a process that can
yield clinically efficacious cell sheets
► Number of studies planned to be performed after final
implementation of new control methods remain to be
conducted:
·

► Additional stability study
► Comparability study between previous and current process
► Final process validation using three consecutive batches with all
of the established specifications
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EMA/CAT WITHDRAWAL ASSESSMENT REPORT
OraNera
► A new pivotal trial was requested to demonstrate
comparability, but after a 15 month clock stop and a request
for an additional 9 months, the French national regulatory
agency received a letter acknowledging no batch of product
had been produced from the new chosen manufacturing site
and due to inactivity the production site would be closed.
► Considerable GCP issues identified
► Lack of evidence of clinical benefit and potentially
unfavourable interaction between OraNera graft and
subsequent corneal transplant
► Clinical benefit for visual function unclear
► Limited and poor quality risk data
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CASE STUDY 5
CELL THERAPY EXAMPLE
Provenge (sipuleucel-T)
Autologous peripheral blood mononuclear cells activated with
PAP-GM-CSF
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PROVENGE, DENDREON
Product overview

►Short time ex vivo culture of patient whole peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) exposed to recombinant fusion
protein PAP-GM-CSF
►Aim is to stimulate T cell immune response against PAP,
upregulated in prostate cancer
►GM-CSF activates cells and enhances cell viability; PAP is
the target antigen taken up into APCs, processed and
presented on MHC molecules to T cells
►APCs expressing the GM-CSF receptor are activated/
matured and upregulate CD54
►250mL patient-specific infusion contains a minimum of 50
million autologous activated CD54+ cells
►Indications: Prostate Cancer
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PROVENGE, DENDREON
Product overview

Image Source: Garcia, J.A., and Dreicer, R., (2011)
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EUROPEAN PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT
Provenge
► Major objection raised over comparability
► US manufacturing process transferred to CMO PharmaCell in
Europe
► Comparability between commercial manufacturing process
(EI) and process used in Phase III trials was demonstrated
► But to further optimise the antigen presentation assay and to
ensure suitability in comparability exercise, applicant
recommended to implement acceptance criteria for viability
of hybridoma and reference standard, and to improve
selection of the reference standard in order to decrease
variability of the reference standard.
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